2021 NW Youth Careers Expo: Virtual Experience for Exhibitors

March 16-17, 2021
+ Attendee access to content for 30 days
Virtual Platform

➔ Dynamic, visually rich
➔ Video game-like user interface
➔ Mobile -friendly
➔ Customizable for exhibitors
➔ Multiple booth options
➔ Engagement and gamification for students

Images are samples only. The final design will vary.
vFairs: Virtual Environments

Lobby

Point of entry for attendees. Includes interactive elements to click into Exhibit Hall(s), Auditorium, Help Desk and more.

Auditorium

For semi-live and on-demand sessions such as: Industry Chats, Career Prep Workshops, Keynotes
vFairs: Expo Hall Experience
vFairs: Exhibitor Experience

- Fully customizable with your company's graphics, logos, links.
- Places to upload documents, videos and host conversations, live or pre-recorded.
- An exhibitor tool walks you through the process, with vFairs and PWA to support you.